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“ABOUT THE PERSONAL STATE” IN UKRAINE
Any public institute is based on a trust. The state in
this sense is not an exception. If indexes of trust to the
Ukrainian state, which demonstrate questioning of public
opinion in Ukraine, were true, then a country did not
exist already. A trust to the state in Ukraine, which is
measured by sociologists, touches public activity of the
state. But there is unpublic activity of state agents, which
enjoys the confidence of Ukrainians and does not allow
to the state to disappear. Such activity can be named the
“personal state”. Ukrainians are interested in existence
of the phenomenon of the personal state, as it is not only
the how hardly not unique method, allowing to them to
“decide the questions” with the state but also one of the
most accessible methods of socialization. Such order is
simple enough in addition. He requires from Ukrainians
nothing except for acquaintances with “necessary
peoples”.
The personal state is a set of “necessary people”
which decide the personal questions of Ukrainians with
the state. “Necessary peoples” are not obligatory public
administrators. It those, who organizes communications.
Every Ukrainian can play role of “necessary man”, when
helps other people to “decide questions” with the state.
Each such question creates the situation chainlet of the
“necessary people involved in his decision”. Therefore

each such question creates the situation state. There is
not the state of Ukrainians in Ukraine, however there is
an aggregate of the personal states of every Ukrainian.
When citizens deal with the classic state, then they deal
with a function. Does not matter what is official’s which
decides the question of citizen name. Important, that he
is the function of decision of question. In the personal
state an official Ivan Ivanovich is not nearly the same,
that official Peter Petrovich. And the function of official
does not have the special value. Status of official which
allows to choose one or another function to him is
important. In the personal state typical is a situation, when
for the decision of question, for example, with a tax
inspector, a citizen speaks to the acquaintance. to
stomatology.
Officials in such state not only passively wait
requests about a help in the “decision of questions”,
but foremost create situations, when it is impossible
to treat without them. Activity on providing of the
personal services for officials in Ukraine is basic.
Otherwise public places in Ukraine were not bought.
In such situation on publicly useful activity officials
do not simply have time.
For creation nationalization of the personal state is
needed in Ukraine of the classic state.
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